The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education A method of partially optimal scaling is developed by incorporating a simple subjective scoring method into optimal scaling . The method mitigates practical problems of the data size and the a priori order of response categories. On the basis of Monte Carlo computations, some guidelines for differential use of partially optimal scaling, optimal scaling or the combination of the Guttman (1946 Guttman ( , 1950 , Mosteller (1949) , Hayashi (1950 Hayashi ( , 1952 , Bock (1956 Bock ( , 1960 , Bradley, Katti and Coons (1962) , and Shiba (1965 Once the questionnaire is administered to N subjects, optimal scaling of the items can be defined as a procedure to assign weights to the m categories so as to maximize the between-subject variance relative to the total variance of the weighted linear composite scores. This is an eigenvalue problem of a matrix of order m, which can easily exceed the capacity of a computer program. For example, if each of eighty items has five categories, m=400, and a 400 400 matrix is perhaps too large to handle with the computer. This is what is referred to as a size problem. The practical problem of the a priori order of categories can be explained in the following way. Suppose that all the m categories have an a priori order such that the weight of category (j+ 1) is larger than that of category j, that is,
It is important to note that there exists only one weighting system, out of (m-1) possible orthogonal systems, that satisfies the order constraint (1). This fact may not cause any problem if n=1, a case dealt with by Bradley, Katti and Coons (1962) , but it becomes detrimental if one wants to carry out a multidimensional analysis of, for example, personality, using more than one item. A more reasonable and realistic constraint than (1) is to impose the order constraint on the categories within each item, where wij is the weight for category j of item i. Optimal scaling under the constraint (2) is a tricky problem. And, it is more so if one's interest lies in a multidimensional configuration of responses, that is, if one wants to extract more than one orthogonal weighting system, satisfying (2). This last case is possible only through item weighting and not through category weighting. This tricky problem is referred to as an a priori order problem. The present research is an attempt to solve these two problems, though only partly, by incorporating a simple subjective scoring method into optimal scaling. In addition, the study will draw some guidelines as to when one can use partially optimal scaling for optimal scaling without much loss of discriminative information.
FORMULATION OF THE PROCEDURE
The procedure of optimal scaling will be described first. Let us define: The normalized vector w, associated with the largest correlation ratio satisfying (7), provides the vector x of optimal weights by the relation
The rank order of the optimal weights thus obtained does not necessarily coincide with the a priori order. Besides, the order of the matrix involved in (7) may be too large to handle. To mitigate these problems, partially optimal scaling will be presented. Nishisato and Torii (1971) described decompositions of optimal weights into several components. Let xjk stand for the optimal weight for category k of item j. xJk can be decomposed into components as follows.
(i) Crossed Case. A crossed case is characterized by the relation that all the polychotomous items share a common set of categories. In other words, subjects are asked to answer all the items, using the same set of response categories such as (bad, fair, good, excellent This approach of partially optimal scaling has a definite advantage over optimal scaling with respect to the two problems discussed earlier.
(a) While retaining the a priori order of categories through numerical assignment , it enables the investigator to study multidimensional aspects of a particular problem (e .g., personality). In other words, it can provide many orthogonal weighting systems even under the order constraint on the categories . (b) The reduction in the computation time is enormous. The minimum reduction is obtained when all the items are dichotomous . In this case, the response matrix F in the optimal scaling format (using dummy variables) leads to a characteristic equation of a 2n X 2n matrix , while under the partially optimal format we may solve a characteristic equation of an n X n matrix. Assuming that the computational time is proportional to the number of elements in the matrix, the reduction rate of the cornputation time under partially optimal scaling is roughly 1 /k2, where k is the average number of categories per item.
There may be cases in which only some of the items have ordered categories. If so, one may wish to apply partially optimal scaIing to these items and optimal scaling to the remaining items simultaneously. The procedure for scaling this type of mixed data will be now described.
Let h be the number of items whose categories have prc-assigned values (i.e., the format for partially optimal scaling) and t be the total number of categories of these h items. Then, the (m-t) categories of the remaining (n-h) items have unknown weights (i.e., the format for optimal scaling). The response matrix , G*, is therefore a mixture of response matrices F and A*. Let us define the notation. For the mixed response matrix G , we now want to determine x so as to maximize the between-subject sum of squares relative to the total sum of squares. Under the two constraints (24), The equality holds when all the items are dichotomous. In this case, the results are identical, but the computation time of partially optimal scaling is substantially less than that of optimal scaling. The discrepancy between 7202 and )2,2 will first increase, as the number of categories increases, since many more degrees of freedom become available for optimal scaling than for partially optimal scaling. It will then decrease gradually, for the data in the format for partially optimal scaling tend to become continuous as the number of categories increases, that is, a phenomenon analogous to that of diminishing returns in multiple regression as the number of predictor variables increases. The discrepancy between )202 and )2,2, therefore, is conjectured to be an inverted-U function of the average number of categories per item. This will be the case especially when ordered categories are regarded as realizations of continuous latent variables. Similarly, it is conjectured that the discrepancy between the two statistics tends to become negligible as either the sample size N, or, the number of items n, or, both of them increase.
Another type of factor, affecting the discrepancy, is the distribution of responses over categories..
If a formula such as (11) is used to assign weights for the categories in partially optimal scaling, the appropriateness of these weights will be entirely determined by the distribution of responses.
Considering that investigators are mainly interested in the mean and the variance of the scaled data and that the normal distribution provides the largest entropy among all density distributions with the prespecified mean and variance (Reza, 1961) , it seems that a Likert-type assignment of weights to the categories is more reasonable than (11). The procedure then is to use the mean value of each category as its weight, assuming the underlying continuous normal distribution.
Under this scheme, the pre-assigned weights for the categories in partially optimal scaling can be determined for each item as follows.
Let pi be the cumulative proportion of responses from category one up to category i, be the normal deviate corresponding to pi, and f(y1) be the ordinate of the unit normal distribution at y. Then, the weight to be assigned to category i, x1, is given by 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM MONTE CARLO COMPUTATIONS
It seems important to know how much information one would lose by employing partially optimal scaling for optimal scaling. Thus, Monte Carlo computations were carried out to find the discrepancy between the two methods as a function of the sample size N, the number of categories K and the inter-item correlations of the latent continuous variables.
Let y be a vector of latent variables for items, u the mean vector, z a vector such that z-N(0, I), and W the coefficient matrix. y can be expressed as It is obvious that the eigenvalues determine the structure of In this regard, two types of latent structure were considered, an intraclass correlation model and a general case. In the former case, it is known that the correlation matrix whose off-diagonal elements are all equal to p can be generated by setting the eigenvalues of,A in (38) as (39) Once the elements of.1 arc thus specified, any orthogonal matrix H, as long as its used to generate W in (37) by the relation that W-1-1.4t/2. A vector of random normal deviates was used as z, and /4 was set equal to 0 to simplify the situation.
y thus generated was converted to categorical data in terms of specified cutting points. The following cases of intra-class correlation models were investigated:
5004; K=3, 5, 7. The category boundaries (r) and the proportions (p) of the categories of the three types of data were
In addition to these, two general cases of the cases of n, N and K mentioned above.
These were identified as the low-p and the high-p cases.
In the low-p case, the In the high-p case, the eigenvalues were .12319, %5=.02586 and 26 =.00713, resulting in the correlation matrix For partially optimal scaling, the scoring scheme (11) was used to pre-assign weights to the categories. Correlation ratios calculated under different conditions by the two scaling methods are given in Tables 1 and 2 . For N = 200, 100, 50, the computations were replicated three times, and the mean values were calculated.
As was anticipated from (36), 7)2 increases as p increases. 7)2 also increases as K changes from 3 to 5 and 7. 722 tends to be larger as N decreases. To see a general pattern of the discrepancies between 7202 and 71p2, differences between the logistic transforms of 72.2 and ip2 were subjected to the analysis of variance, not to assess the results statistically, but just to see a general pattern. The results are summarized in Tables  3 and 4. Referring  to Tables  1 through  4 , we find that the discrepancy between 12.2 and rip' tends to be larger when N is small and when small. Also note that the discrepancy increases as K increases. More speciunder the conditions of the present study, when N=50, K=7 and correlations are low. From a practical point of view, it seems appropriate to say that the major factors affecting the discrepancy are main effects of the three factors.
Regarding the intra-class correlation data, it may be interesting to estimate p after scaling. If the scaled data are also homogeneous, p can be estimated by the following formula (Rao, 1965) , This can be derived also from (36). Table 5 summarizes p obtained from the intra-class correlation data. There is a consistent trend of under-estimation of p as K becomes smaller. The discrepancy between P's from the two scaling procedures increases consistently as N becomes smaller. As is obvious from (40), the results on p are directly related to the results on 7/2. On the basis of the above discussions, the following general guidelines for differential use of optimal and partially optimal scalings may be suggested:
(i) Partially optimal scaling be used whenever the items are dichotomous, that is, K = 2.
(ii) When K is greater than two, optimal scaling be preferred to partially optimal scaling. However, if the total number of categories, m, is too Iarge to TABLE 5 handle, modify those items of relatively few categories into the format of partially optimal scaling and use the combined scaling method.
(iii) When items are moderately or highly correlated and when the number of items, n, is at least six, the partially optimal scale can be regarded as a close approximation of the optimal scale. Therefore, those items which are relatively highly correlated to the total score may be modiformat of partially optimal scaling, without much loss of information.
(iv) When the number of subjects, N, is small, say N550, use optimal scaling. When N is large, one can safely use partially optimal scaling.
(v) If the reduction of the computation time is important, use partially optimal scaling.
(vi) If some of the polychotomous items are to preserve the rank orders of respective categories, modify those items into the format of partially optimal scaling, and use the combined method of scaling.
These are general guidelines, derived from Monte Carlo computations. It is interesting to note that K is more important than N in approximating the continuous latent structure, and that N is more important than K in reducing the discrepancy between the two scaling methods. According to Inukai (1972) , a simple scoring procedure, such as (11), without scaling, can attain as high a correlation ratio as optimal and partially optimal scalings do when N is 5004, and under the intra-class correlation structure, If the frequency distribution of an item is skewed, it is likely that an assignment procedure (34) for partially optimal scaling leads to a higher correlation ratio than (11). This remains to be investigated.
